The immersed boundary method (IB) is an elegant way to fully couple the motion of a fluid and deformations of an immersed elastic structure. In that vein, the IB2d software allows for expedited explorations of fluid-structure interaction for beginners and veterans to the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). While most open source CFD codes are written in low level programming environments, IB2d was specifically written in highlevel programming environments to make its accessibility extend beyond scientists with vast programming experience. Although introduced previously in [1], many improvements and additions have been made to the software to allow for even more robust models of material properties for the elastic structures, including a data analysis package for both the fluid and immersed structure data, an improved time-stepping scheme for higher accuracy solutions, and functionality for modeling slight fluid density variations as given by the Boussinesq approximation.
Introduction
Fluid-structure interaction models (FSI) are creeping into all disciplines in science [2] . Its applications can range from guiding the engineering design of airplanes, boats, and cars for transportation [3, 4, 5] to understanding the locomotion of aquatic organisms [6, 7, 8] and animal flight [9, 10, 11] , or personalized medicine [12, 13, 14] and surgical planning and practice [15, 16] to understanding the role of blood flow in heart development [17, 18, 19, 20] .
Fully coupled FSI does not prescribe the motion of the structure that is immersed in a fluid. The deformations of the structure are due to the movement of the fluid, and the movement of the fluid is induced by the forces exerted by the deformations of the structure. For example, if one models ventricular contraction, they can do it two ways. They could elect to prescribe the motion of the ventricle itself, perhaps basing the movement on kinematic data, and observe the reaction of the fluid to the wall movement. Or they may model the ventricular contraction based on an electrophysiology model that feeds into a muscular force generation model which drives contraction. In this case, the ventricle walls are free to deform under the motion of the fluid. This is fully coupled FSI, where the motion of the ventricular walls are not prescribed, and hence they are not acting as a rigid surface, only moving in a dictated fashion, but are free to deform in reaction to the fluid moving.
The immersed boundary (IB) method provides an intuitive framework to study fully coupled FSI problems. It was first developed by Charles Peskin in 1972 to study blood flow around cardiac valves and in turn, the deformations of valve leaflets due to underlying blood flow [21] . Moreover, it also allows functionality to prescribe motion of immersed structures [1] . It has been successfully applied to study the FSI between an elastic structure immersed within an incompressible fluid for a variety of biological and engineering applications within the intermediate Reynolds number (Re) regime, e.g. Re ∼ O(0.01, 1000). Re is given as
where µ and ρ are the dynamic viscosity and density of the fluid, respectively, and L and V are a characteristic length and velocity scale of the problem. It is used to capture the correct biological or engineering scale in fluid dynamic models. The elegance behind IB lies in its ability to solve fully coupled fluid-structure interaction problems which involve complicated time-dependent geometries while using a regular fixed Cartesian discretization of the fluid domain. The immersed structure is composed of elastic fibers, which govern its material properties, and is discretized on a Lagrangian mesh, e.g. it is not constrained to a fixed Cartesian grid. The movement of the fluid and elastic fibers are coupled; the immersed structure moves at the local fluid velocity while also applying a singular force onto the fluid arising from deformations of the structure itself.
There are many ways to model the fiber elasticity properties of the immersed structure [22, 1] giving rise to a wide range of formidable applications. Some immersed boundary examples that illustrate this variety include cardiovascular dynamics [23, 24] , aquatic locomotion [25, 26] , insect flight [27, 11] , parachute dynamics [28] , muscle-fluid-structure interactions [29, 22, 30] , plant biomechanics [31, 32] , soap filaments [33, 34] , and cellular and other microscale interactions [35, 36, 37, 38] . Furthermore, the IB framework invites one to add other constitutive models such as electrophysiology, cellular signaling, or chemical reaction equations into the FSI framework [39, 37, 29, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 1, 45] .
In this paper, we are releasing a more finely-tuned version of IB2d, which is IB software with full implementations in both MATLAB [46] and Python 3.5 [47] that is capable of modeling a wide range of fluid-structure interaction applications in engineering or biomechanics. It extends the functionality of the software described in [22, 1] by implementing more robust models for modeling material properties of the elastic structures, a data analysis toolbox for analyzing both fluid and immersed structure data, an improved time-stepping scheme for higher accurate FSI solutions, functionality for modeling slight fluid density variations as given by the Boussinesq approximation, and other improvements targeting code transparency, utility, and speed. The updated software package also contains 50+ examples, some of which come from previous IB literature, which illustrate the breadth of the software.
IBM Framework
IB2d models two dimensional fluid motion coupled to the motion of an immersed structure moving within it. The fluid motion is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations in Eulerian form, written as
where u(x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is the fluid velocity, p(x, t) is the pressure, and f (x, t) is the force per unit volume (or area in 2D) applied to the fluid by elastic forces arising arising from deformations of the immersed structure. The independent variables are the position, x = (x, y), and time, t. Eq. (2) is the statement of conservation of momentum for a fluid while Eq. (3) is the incompressibility condition enforcing mass conservation of the fluid. IB2d currently assumes a periodic domain. A future release will include functionality for a projection method fluid solver to enforce Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions [48, 49] .
The interaction equations essentially model all communication between the immersed deformable structure and the fluid and are given by the following integral equations with delta function kernels,
where X(r, t) gives the Cartesian coordinates at time t of the material point labeled by Lagrangian parameter r, F(r, t) is the force per unit area imposed by elastic deformations in the immersed structure onto the fluid, as a function of the Lagrangian position, r, and time, t. The force density, F(r, t), is a functional of the current immersed boundary's configuration. Moreover, the force density is modeled as
where F(X, t) is a combination of all the constitutive fiber model relations, modeling specific material properties of the immersed structure for a particular application. Previous fiber models implemented in IB2d are described in [1] , and new fiber model implementations, e.g. damped springs, non-invariant beams, poroelastic media, coagulation, and user-defined force models are described in Section 3.1. Eq.(4) applies a force arising from deformations of the immersed structure's preferred configuration to the fluid through a delta-kernel integral transformation. Essentially the fluid grid points nearest to the Lagrangian point, where the deformation force is given, feel the largest force and such deformation forces taper off at fluid grid points further away. Eq.(5) sets the velocity of the boundary equal to the local fluid velocity to satisfy the no-slip condition on the immersed structure.
The following regularized delta functions, δ h , are used upon discretizing Eqs. (4) and (5),
where h is the fluid grid width and
where r is the distance from the Lagrangian node. This particular regularized delta function has compact support. There exist other discrete delta functions with compact support which have been incorporated into IB frameworks [50] , and these may be easily incorporated into the software if desired. More details on regularized delta functions may be found in [50, 51] . In a traditional immersed boundary framework, the coupled equations (2-5) are solved using the algorithm described in Peskin's IB review paper [50] with periodic boundary conditions imposed on both the fluid and immersed boundary. The standard numerical algorithm for immersed boundary [50] is as follows:
Step 1: Compute the force density F n (r, t) on the immersed boundary from the current boundary deformations, X n , where n indicates the n th time-step.
Step 2: Use Eq.(4) to spread these deformation forces from the Lagrangian nodes to the fluid lattice points nearby.
Step 3: Solve the Navier-Stokes equations, Eqs. (2) and (3), on the Eulerian domain, e.g. update u n+1 and p n+1 from u n and f n . Note: since we are enforcing periodic boundary conditions on the computational domain, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [52, 53] is used to solve for these updated quantities at an accelerated rate.
Step 4: Update the fiber model positions, X n+1 , using the local fluid velocities, U n+1 , using u n+1 and Eq.(5), e.g. move the immersed structure at the local fluid velocities thereby enforcing no slip boundary conditions. The above algorithm had been previously used in IB2d and details regarding the discretization for this implementation are found in [1] . However, in this release we follow the algorithm presented in [54] , which gives a formally second-order IB algorithm. Details on this IB algorithm's implementation are found in Section 3.2.
IB2d New Functionality
Since the original IB2d release papers [22, 1] , new functionality has continually been added to the software. In the following sections we we will give an overview of the recent additions to the software for available fiber models and fluid solvers. Later in Section 5 we will illustrate such functionality through a variety of examples.
Fiber Models
Since the initial release, IB2d has added fiber model functionality for the following: Resistance to stretching between successive Lagrangian points can be achieved by modeling the connections with Hookean (or Non-Hookean) springs of resting length R L and spring stiffness k S . If the virtual spring displacement is below or beyond R L , the model will drive the system back towards a lower energy state, as discussed in [1] . Moreover, one may also choose to use damped springs, which assumes a frictional damping force that is proportional to the velocity of the oscillation. We note that these take a similar form to the linear spring case, but with an additional term modeling the damping, i.e.,
where b S is the damping coefficient. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Non-invariant Beams
Figure 2: Motivating the idea of non-invariant beams. The beam has a preferred x-and y-curvature, given by C x andC y , respectively. When the configuration is deformed so curvatures are nowĈ x andĈ y , respectively, a restoring force drives the configuration towards its preferred equilibrium position.
Another way to model the resistance bending between three successive Lagrangian points (rather than using torsional springs as in [1] ) is by using a non-invariant beam connecting the three successive nodes. The model assumes a prescribed 'curvature' in both x and y components between the three Lagrangian points with corresponding bending stiffness k N IB . The corresponding bending deformation forces are modeled as
where X(s, t) is the current Lagrangian configuration at time t, e.g. the mapping of the Lagrangian points s to the underlying Cartesian grid, and X(s) is the preferred configuration of the fiber model. More details about this fiber model can be found in [50, 55, 56] and the discretization is discussed below in Section 3.1.2. This fiber model is illustrated in Figure 2 . This model is denoted as non-invariant beams since these beams are non-invariant under rotations, as opposed to the torsional spring fiber model. Similarly to the torsional spring model, non-invariant beam deformation forces can only occur on immersed boundary points on the interior or the fiber structure, not the endpoints.
An example using non-invariant beams is found in Section 5.2.
Poroelastic Media
In contrast to porous media being modeled using the traditional form of Darcy's Law such as in previous IB implementations [28, 57, 1] , one can define a poroelastic structure based on Brinkman-like terms in the momentum equation 2. Recall that the traditionally considered Darcy's Law is a phenomenologically derived constitutive equation, which models the fluid velocity through a porous boundary as proportional to the pressure gradient on the two sides of that boundary [58] . This can be described mathematically as
where U pn is the porous slip velocity, κ p is the membrane permeability, σ is the structure's thickness, [p] is the pressure gradient across the boundary, andn is the unit normal vector to the permeable structure. However, one may also use the Brinkman equations to model the fluid flow through a permeable medium. The Brinkman equations are a combination of the momentum equation in the Navier-Stokes equations (2) and Darcy's Law (11). They account for the dissipation of kinetic energy by viscous shearing and can model the transition between slow flow in porous media, which is governed by Darcys law, and faster flow, as described by (2) . The Brinkmann equations take the form
where the additional term µα(x, y)u is the Brinkmann term. α(x, y) is the inverse of the hydraulic permeability in low Re. Note that if a region is not porous, then α(x, y) = 0, and if it is porous then α(x, y) > 0. However, rather than add this term into (2) as part of the fluid solve, we will assume that deformations of an immersed elastic structure, composed of springs (whether linear, non-linear, or damped), are balanced by the Brinkmann term, e.g. This idea is shown in Figure 3 . These elastic deformation forces can then be used to find the slip velocity of the boundary
Coagulation (Aggregaton) Model Figure 4 : This diagram illustrates that bonds will be formed between cells, if the distance from cell-center to cell-center is less than some set threshold.
One can model dynamically occurring bonds between moving Lagrangian points to model the aggregation of cells or particles. Coagulation and aggregation had been previously introduced into an IB framework in [59] . Many improvements in modeling blood clotting, coagulation, and thrombus formation in conjunction with flow have been demonstrated in [60, 61, 62, 37, 63, 64] . Our primitive model creates bonds, by initiating a spring connection, between the closest Lagrangian points to its neighboring cell if the cells are within a threshold distance away from one another. This bond (spring) fractures if there is a large enough force to break the bond, set by a fracture threshold. Figure 5 : Schematic of the subset of the IB algorithm that models coagulation. After bonds are formed, the simulation marches forward one time-step, checks for fracture if a bonded force is greater than a threshold value, erases bonds, if necessary, checks for bond formation, and then repeats this process, similarly.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate bond formation and bond fracturing for the coagulation and aggregation model. Figure 4 shows that bonds will form when cells are close enough to one enough. This is modeled by a spring (linear, non-linear, damped), where a spring is set between the two Lagrangian Points that are closest together along the neighboring cells. When the bond is formed, the simulation will then proceed forward. After a time-step, it will check for bonds that fracture. If the magnitude of one of the springs is greater than a threshold value, that bond will be erased modeling bond fracture. Next, the algorithm checks for new bond formation and if there are, creates such bonds after which the process repeats. This is shown in Figure 5 .
User-defined Force Model
IB2d also allows the option for the user to define their own force model. The user has control in how they define their model as well as what Lagrangian points are involved as many items are passed into the model automatically, such as the current and previous position of the Lagrangian points, current time, time-step, etc, and also includes the functionality for the user to read in appropriately chosen data for parameters, etc. An example of how to use this functionality is shown in Section 3.1.1.
Using the User-defined Force Model
The user-defined force functionality works very similarly to the other fiber models, e.g. there is an associated input file, that data gets read into IBM Driver file, and then finally into a function that computes the deformation forces at each time step. However, the difference is that the user defines the style of the input file, and controls the deformation force model script themselves in the particular Example folder.
The user-defined force input file ends with a 'struct'.user force, where 'struct' is the string name designating that particular example, i.e., the name specified in the input2d file. Inside the .user force file, the user has the ability to put whatever necessary parameters, Lagrangian IDs, etc., are required for their force model. This is completely analogous to the formats of other input file types.
The input file data then gets passed to a script give Me General User Defined Force Densities, which needs to be found in the Example folder. That script receives the input parameters listed in Table 1 xLag current x-Lagrangian coordinate positions yLag current y-Lagrangian coordinate positions xLag P previous x-Lagrangian coordinate positions yLag P previous y-Lagrangian coordinate positions dt time-step value current time current time in simulation general force matrix containing all data from the .user force input file Table 1 : Descriptions of all the parameters passed into the user-defined deformation force script.
With these parameters and the data read in from the .user force file, the user can define their own Lagrangian deformation force law.
There is a complete example of this process in the built-in example, Example User Defined Fiber Model This example models an oscillating rubberband in which all successive Lagrangian points are connected by a user-defined deformation force law. For example purposes, the userdefined force here is equivalent to a linear spring. The input files are created by running the Rubberband script which generates the rubberband.vertex and rubberband.user force input files. Note rubberband.user force file is equivalent to the input file format for a linear spring. Upon running the simulation, during each time-step the data is passed to the give Me General User Defined Force Densities script in which the user defines the actual deformation force model. Here, that script computes a linear spring force between adjacent nodes. This entire process can be summed up as follows:
1. Generate input files (.vertex, .user force, .etc) 2. Define user-defined force model in the give Me General User Defined Force Densities script 3. In the input2d file, check the flag for the user-defined force model (and other fiber models, if necessary) 4. Run the simulation
Discretizing the Fourth Derivatives of the Non-Invariant Beam Model
Recall that the non-invariant beam deformation forces were given by
First we define
Recall that by Newton's second law that a force is given by an acceleration, hence we only have to discretize (15) as a second derivative. We find that the forces are computed as
where C x and C y are the preferred curvatures, given by
where the B in the subscript denotes the base configuration, or preferred configuration.
Additions to the fluid solver
Since the initial release of IB2d, the fluid solver has been given a few upgrades. First, IB2d no longer requires square grids, instead supporting all rectangular grids. Second, a new time-stepping scheme has been implemented that gives rise to a formally second-order accurate IB method [54] . Third, functionality for the Boussinesq Approximation [65, 66] has been added, in conjunction with the advection-diffusion solver. Finally, performance improvements have been added to the Python version of IB2d including an option to leverage the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) [67] through the pyFFTW library, resulting in an approximate 1.2x speedup over the FFT version.
Functionality for Rectangular Grids
Previously, IB2d only was capable of handling square domains but functionality for rectangular grids has now been incorporated into the framework. For certain applications, this has enormous benefits as it reduces the computational costs, can allow for higher resolution, and reduces the simulation time if a rectangular grid suffices. Figure 6 .
The process of going from square to rectangular grids is only a few changes to the input2d file, as illustrated in Figure 7 . 
2
nd Order Time-Stepping IB Scheme
In essence this scheme incorporates the discretizations of the necessary operators in (2 and (3) and uses a similar approach of the time-stepping scheme previously described in [23, 22, 1] . However, rather step one full unit forward in time, the previous method is used to step forward from n → n + . Next, a new scheme is introduced to move from n → n + 1 using the auxiliary variables found at time n + 1 2
. The motivation is to be able to use the Crank-Nicholson formalism, where the non-linear convective term is handled with a skew-symmetric finite difference approximation. Furthermore, this allows for a trapezoidal quadrature rule for the fiber model computations. This method was first introduced in [54] .
First, a preliminary step is used to find auxiliary variables u n+1/2 ,p n+1/2 , X n+1/2 , as outlined below:
We note this preliminary step was the previous time-stepping method in IB2d in [22, 1] . Now to go from n → n + 1, for u n+1/2 → u n+1 ,p n+1/2 → p n+1/2 , and X n+1/2 → X n , we do the following
We now define the the finite differencing operators. D 0 is the central differencing operator, defined as
where (e 1 , e 2 ) is the standard basis in R 2 . The viscous term, given by 
with
Boussinesq Approximation
The Boussinesq approximation is incorporated into IB2d to model fluctuations in the dynamics of both a concentration gradient (background field) and the momentum equation. The Boussinesq approximation can be thought of as an approximation to a variable density field, where the essence is that any differences in inertia are negligible, but gravity is strong enough to make the specific weight appreciably different between two fluids.
In general the approximation ignores density differences except where they are multipled by a gravitational acceleration field, g. It assumes that density variables have no effect on the fluid flow field, only that they give rise to bouyancy forces. By using the Boussinesq approximation, one bypasses the issue of having to solve the fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations for certain applications.
The extra forcing term on the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (2)- (3) are of the form
where α B is the expansion coefficient, e.g., thermal expansion, etc., ρ is the density of the fluid, g is the gravitational field, and C is the background concentration. When implementating the Boussinesq approximation, the Navier-Stokes equations then take the form,
We note that these models have been incorporating into immersed boundary frameworks before, see [68, 69, 70] . Examples using the Boussinesq approximation have been included below in Section 5.3 and 5.4 for the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability and Falling Spheres, respectively.
Work Flow and Data Analysis
While the workflow remains in large part the same as in [22, 1] , there have been some subtle changes which allow for easier manipulation of examples and saving only desired simulation data.
General Work Flow
The typical work flow for using the IB2d software is remains consistent between both MATLAB and Python implementations. Both implementations still have two subdirectories: an 'Examples' and 'IBM Blackbox' directory. The Examples subfolder contains all simulations that come with the software, including all necessary input files to run each simulation, e.g., the main2d.m (or main2d.py) and input2d files, as well as all the input files associated for construction of that example's fiber model. The script for creating those fiber models is also included. The IBM Blackbox folder contains all scripts for performing the actual time-stepping routine in solving the FSI problem. The user does not have to modify any scripts in this subfolder, unless they wish to add to the already existing framework. There have been subtle changes to the input2d file. Namely, a user only has to declare the fiber models they want to include in their example, e.g., if there are no non-invariant beam models in their model, they do not need to include a flag specifying that there are none. This is illustrated below in Figure 8 .
Furthermore, if data storage becomes an issue, a user can declare what data they wish to save to .vtk file format for later analysis and/or visualization. An example is shown in Figure 9 , which illustrates the only simulation data that will be saved is the scalar vorticity data, vector velocity data, scalar Eulerian force magnitude data, and the force data on the Lagrangian Structure ("save hier"). Note that the Lagrangian (x, y) positional data is automatically saved by default. Moreover, in this example the simulation will not dynamically plot any data in MATLAB (or Python) as the simulation progresses, and it will save the data every 200 time-steps (given by the "print dump" flag). Note that all the Eulerian data will be found in a viz IB2d folder and all the force data on the Lagrangian structure will be found in the hier data IB2d and is saved in the .vtk format. This format can be visualized using Paraview [71] or VisIt [72] . Figure 9 : An example of Output Information flags in the input2d file, such that as the simulation progresses the only data that will be saved is the scalar Vorticity data, vector velocity data, scalar Eulerian force magnitude data, and the force data on the Lagrangian Structure ("save hier"). Note that the Lagrangian (x, y) positional data is automatically saved by default. Furthermore, the simulation will not plot information in MATLAB (or Python) as the simulation progresses, and it will save the data every 200 time-steps ("print dump").
Once the data is saved, the user can then analyze the .vtk data in the Data Analysis Toolbox, which is discussed in Section 4.2.
As with prior releases of IB2d, each fiber model has an associated input file type. The fiber models that were previously implemented, e.g.
• Springs (linear, non-linear)
• Beams (torsional springs)
• Target Points
• Massive Points have input file formats, as described in [1] . If the immersed structure is designated as 'struct' in the input2d file, then the fiber models introduced here, i.e., damped springs, non-invariant beams, poroelastic media, and coagulation/aggregation, have associated input formats as shown in Figure 10 . To run a simulation one only needs MATLAB or Python 3.5+ with the standard python libraries and NumPy, Numba and Matplotlib (if plotting is desired as the simulation progresses), all of which are present in a standard Anaconda Python 3.x distribution. VTK and pyFFTW are optional Python libraries that result in data write and computational speedups respectively. For further speedup of the data write process, one can also use Cython to compile included C libraries which will then automatically be recognized and used by the Python version of IB2d.
In either version, the user then has only to enter an example folder (or create an example themselves) and run the main2d.m (or main2d.py) script. Currently there are over 60 examples one can run upon downloading the software from http://www.github.com/ nickabattista/IB2d/. After the simulation has completed, or surpassed the desired number of time-steps, one can visualize the Eulerian or Lagrangian data using the open source software of Paraview [71] or VisIt [72] as mentioned before. While those open source visualization tools can offer some of their own data analysis features, IB2d itself comes with a Data Analysis Toolbox for quantifying desired simulation data, as discussed in the proceeding section.
IB2d Data Analysis Package
IB2d includes a data analysis package, which converts the data (.vtk ) files back into useful data structures in MATLAB or Python 3.5. Once imported, the data can then be manipulated appropriately.
The data is imported using three different functions:
give Lag Positions(): gives all the Lagrangian positions at a specific time-step 2. import Eulerian Data(): gives all the Eulerian grid data at a specific time-step 3. import Lagrangian Force Data(): gives the force data on the Lagrangian structure at a specific time-step
Descriptions of all the data imported can be see in Figure 11 . Note that while reading in the Eulerian information, since not all the data is required to be printed in each simulation (see Figure 9) , one can choose what data to read in. In this example shown in Figure 11 , only the scalar vorticity, scalar magnitude of velocity, and vector velocity field are imported. Furthermore, the Lagrangian information imported from give Lag Positions() will always be available since, by default, Lagrangian (x, y) coordinates are saved. Moreover if one does not print the force data on the Lagrangian Structure, e.g. there is no hier data IB2D folder because the print hier flag in input2d was set to zero, one can simply comment out the associated input command. An example is contained within the code that analyzes data from a parabolic channel flow example that computes the magnitude of the velocity across multiple cross-sections of the channel. It is available in both the data analysis package for MATLAB and for Python 3.5. This simulation uses the following fiber model and functionality:
• Target Points (fixed)
• Artificial Forcing on Fluid Grid Simulation images are shown in Figure 12 , which illustrate the magnitude of velocity in the channel, and data from the simulation is given in Figure 13 . 
Examples illustrating new functionality
In this section we will present some examples which show some of the software's new functionality. The software currently contains over 50 built-in examples, some of which come from previous IB papers in the literature. We will show the following examples:
• Tethered Ball in Channel This example uses damped linear springs to tether an elastic ball to the channel walls. The ball is composed of linear springs and torsional springs along adjacent Lagrangian points and linear springs connecting a Lagrangian point on the ball to its counterpart on the opposite side of the ball. The channel is composed of target points that are being held nearly rigid. The following fiber models were used:
• Linear Springs
• Damped linear springs
• Torsional Springs
• Target Points
The simulation begins with the damped springs stretched from their equilibrium position, where the preferred position is with the tethering damped springs configured vertically in the channel. The ball is released immediately upon the start of the simulation and oscillates back and forth, before eventually settling down in its preferred configuration. An example simulation is shown in Figure 14 .
Using the Data Analysis package in IB2d, as described in Section 4.2, a comparison between two simulations with differing damping strengths is shown. These results are illustrated in Figure 15 . The case in blue (b = 0.5) has a lower damping coefficient than the case in red (b = 50.0). In the lower damping case, there are more oscillations before equilibrium is achieved, while in the higher damping case, the system appears almost critically damped, and almost immediately returns to its preferred position. This example uses non-invariant beams and dynamically updates the preferred beam curvature through the 'update nonInv Beams' script to move forward. The model also uses linear springs to connect successive Lagrangian points and all successive Lagrangian points are connected by non-invariant beams. The following fiber models were used:
Idealized Anguilliform Swimmer
The motion is completely induced by changing the preferred curvature. Within the 'update nonInv Beams', the curvature is changed by interpolating through two different configurative phases of the swimmer, more specifically their associated curvatures of each phase. The swimming motion is illustrating in Figure 16 . Those phases are shown below, Figure 17 : The two phases, in which, the preferred curvature was interpolated between to cause forward swimming.
Using the Data Analysis package in IB2d, which is described in Section 4.2, a comparison of distances swam by each swimmer as a function of the number of strokes is shown. The swimmer with the slower stroke frequency performs better. Figure 19 : Simulation of the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability using the Boussinesq Approximation. A heavier fluid (red) sits above a lighter fluid (blue). Note a more sophisticated advection-diffusion solver will give rise to higher resolution of the instability fronts.
Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
This example uses the Boussinesq Approximation to model the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability. The instability manifests itself at the interface between two fluids of different densities when the lighter fluid begins pushing the heavier fluid. The model itself only uses target points to bounday the fluids in a rectangular domain, concentration gradients, and the Boussinesq approximation frameworks. Hence the fiber models and functionality used are:
• Background Concentration (advection-diffusion)
• Boussinesq Approximation (with gravity flag)
The simulation begins when a heavier fluid (red) is placed over a lighter fluid (blue) with a linear change in concentration at the interface. The lighter fluid begins pushing itself upwards while the heavier fluid falls downward, resulting in the instability. The dynamics can be seen in Figure 19 . Note a more sophisticated advection-diffusion solver will give rise to higher resolution of the instability fronts. Operator splitting methods [73] and flux limiters [74] are currently being implemented. Figure 20 : Simulation of a falling sphere through a fluid with a background salinity stratification. A spherical mass is released in the lighter salinity background (red) that sits above a heavier background salinity (blue) and the mass falls due to gravity.
Falling Sphere with Boussinesq Approximation
This example uses massive points to model a sphere that is released in a lighter salinity background and then falls into the heavier salinity portion. The sphere is composed of massive points along the boundary, springs connecting adjacent Lagrangian points and the associated Lagrangian point across the sphere, and beams around adjacent points on the sphere. The domain itself is composed of target points. Hence the fiber models and functionality used are:
• Springs (linear)
• Massive Points (w/ gravity)
• Boussinesq Approximation (with gravity flag) When the sphere begins falling, it entrains some of the lighter salinity concentration around carrying the lighter fluid downward. Two cases are compared corresponding to different ambient fluid viscosities. The sphere in the less viscous fluid falls faster than the higher viscosity case, and it also entrains more of the lighter salinity concentration. Snapshots of the simulation can be seen in Figure 20 . This example uses poroelastic media to model seagrass. Each Lagrangian point that composes the seagrass is tethered to its neighboring points using linear springs, as in Figure  3 . A background oscillatory flow is initiated, which causes the seagrass to wave towards the right and left depending on the magnitude and direction of flow. The channel domain is composed of target points. Hence the fiber models and functionality used are:
Seagrass in Oscillatory Flow
• Poroelastic Media
• Artificial Forcing on the Fluid Grid (to induce oscillatory flow)
As the simulation begins, the flow first moves towards the right side of the domain and in response, the seagrass deforms toward the right. As the flow changes direction, the seagrass begins to return towards its equilibrium (original) position, and a large starting vortex is formed on the right side. As the flow continues and changes direction, this pattern of a starting vortex leading off the highest deformed side of the seagrass remains consistent. The swaying motion of the seagrass enhances mixing along the seafloor and above the seagrass itself, as seen in Figure 21 . This example uses coagulation and aggregation models to simulate cells being stirred. Each cell is composed of Lagrangian points around its circumference with linear springs adjoining adjacent nodes. There are also torsional springs along adjacent Lagrangian points of each cell. Moreover, there are linear springs tethering each Lagrangian points its opposite on the other side of the cell. The stirring apparatus is composed entirely of target points. The cells form a bond (linear spring) with another cell if the cells come into close enough contact, e.g. a distance less than the bonding threshold. The fiber models and functionality used are:
Stirring with Coagulation
• Target Points (prescribed motion)
• Coagulation Models When the simulation begins, the stirrer moves towards the right of the domain. As it moves right, it initiates the fluid motion that pushes the cells around. The stirrer changes direction and moves back left causing the fluid to change direction. As the fluid changes its direction, the cells continually are being pushed and pulled throughout the domain, either by the fluid or by other cells if a bond has formed. If the forces arising from the bond formed between two cells is greater than the fracture threshold, the bond is destroyed. Snapshots of the dynamics can be seen in Figure 22 . An illustration of bond formation can be seen in Figure 23 , which shows the bonds that have formed between cells in a subset of the domain at two different times in the simulation. 
Discussion and Conclusion
IB2d is immersed boundary software with full implementations in both MATLAB and Python 3.5 that has been enhanced since its original release [22, 1] . It offers robust construction of the immersed structure's material properties through a vast array of fiber model options. It also includes functionality for concentration gradients, artificial forcing to prescribe flow profiles, muscle mechanics, poroelastic and porous structures, electrophysiology, and slight fluid density variations via the Boussinesq approximation. Furthermore, having been specifically written in high-level programming languages, it allows for easier readability of the scripts at the heart of the immersed boundary method and an accelerated rate of modification for adding functionality such as other fluid solvers.
Although high-level programming languages come with a few drawbacks, such as slower computational speeds compared to lower-level languages, one can still use IB2d for high resolution applications on rectangular grids. Due to computational costs, for high resolution simulations on square grids, e.g. grids more highly resolved than 512 × 512, we suggest moving to Boyce Griffith's open source IBAMR package [75] .
IBAMR is an adaptive and parallelized implementation of IB written in C + + including functionality for a hybrid finite element-finite difference implementation of IB [76] . It is dependent on many open source libraries, including PETSc [77] , SAMRAI [78] , libMesh [79] , and OpenMPI [80] which makes it very efficient to run, but at the cost of a nontrivial installation process and steep learning curve for anyone inexperienced at high performance computing. Furthermore, without computer clusters available, IBAMR cannot run at its full potential.
Moreover, IB2d was strictly designed for 2D applications. While full 3D simulations are often desired, some applications may only require fluids with two-dimensions [29, 81, 25, 82, 44] . IB2d was written in 2D to make it more readable and to lend itself for easier modification, particularly as a first step in trying to implement a new model. If 3D applications are required, we suggest moving to IBAMR. Note that the format of IB2d was designed to mirror the input file formats used in IBAMR, and as such IB2d can used as a stepping stone to using IBAMR; however, IB2d currently offers more fiber models than IBAMR. Moreover, neither IB2d nor IBAMR include functionality for compressible fluids, non-Newtonian fluids, or variable density fluid applications at this time, but future implementations of IB2d may incorporate them.
Similarly, neither IB2d nor IBAMR include a turbulence model for large Re applications at this time. For these applications, one may be interested in OpenFOAM by OpenCFD LTD [83] . OpenFOAM is open source software capable of FSI applications, written in C + +; however, to add additional numerical schemes is nontrivial and involves a steep learning curve. Commercial software such as COMSOL [84] and ANSYS Fluent [85] can model FSI, but licenses for them are expensive and once again, it is rather nontrivial to implement other numerical methods and models in their frameworks. While Peskin's immersed boundary method offers an elegant framework for modeling fluid-structure interactions, there exist other methods for FSI, such as level set methods [86, 87] , the blob projection method [88] , sharp interface methods [89, 90] , and immersed interface methods [91, 92] . These methods all offer higher resolution near the fluid-structure interface; however, most are limited to thin structures and rigid bodies. Furthermore, no open source implementations are known at this time, requiring a large entry time for research. For further information and a broader perspective on immersed boundary methods see [93] .
IB2d is an ideal environment for entry into FSI. Not only does it offer a plethora of fiber models, functionality, and 50+ examples illustrating the breadth of the software, but being written in high-level languages, it allows for fast implementations of new fiber models and constitutive models, fluid solvers, and other functionality in an IB framework. The software is available at http://www.github.com/nickabattista/IB2d. 
